
Informal notes of discussion item at Federation meeting, 23rd March 2015

Betsy Dillner, Community Campaigns Manager at Generation Rent (GR), gave a brief 
introduction to housing in the UK.  There are 9 million private renters in England and 11 
million in the UK as a whole.  GR was started about three years ago by four private renters
campaign groups (in Brent, Camden, Scarborough, Blackpool).  At that point, the private 
rented sector (PRS) was smaller and the issues surrounding it were more manageable.  
But home ownership has now grown out of reach of large parts of the population and there
is much less availability of social housing, so very many more people find themselves 
stuck in private sector. The number of private tenants has doubled in last 10 years. The 
laws overseeing the private sector have not kept pace with the increase in size of the 
sector.  People think it is just the young and students who live in the private rented sector –
of course these people do live in the private rented sector, but there are other kinds of 
people too – parents bringing up young families, for example. We need to address the 
needs of all these different kinds of renters in our campaigns.

PRS is the most expensive form of tenure, the least secure, and the one with the poorest 
living conditions.  Many renters are now coming together and complaining: there is a real 
movement of private renters coming together.  More private tenant groups have grown up 
over the last three years. There are 8 in London at least, and many towns now have some 
sort of group.  There is activism across London.
eg, the mums who occupied an estate in Newham. But there is still a long way to go.

Unfortunately, there is a bit of “politics of resentment”.  Private tenants get jealous of those 
who managed to access social housing, but then social housing tenants worry about 
private tenants on their estates who, with their fast turnover, are threatening the close knit, 
stable community.  Then those who have managed to scrape together money to buy 
something start to say others should deal with their problems in this way too.  People, 
however they personally are housed, want housing provision as a whole to get better, so 
we should start working together rather than keeping to our own tenure group.

Terry:  Generation Rent had an event in Westminster Central Hall on 4th February, quite 
an event, which brought together many private renters groups from across the UK.  The 
main thrust of the day was getting Caroline Lucas MP, Labour’s Emma Reynolds MP, and 
the Tory and Lib-Dem housing spokespeople to speak to them.  Emma Reynolds said 
Labour had had a good record in government (and at least through Decent Homes, Labour
did invest): she often says this.  I mentioned the GMB’s report which showed that Labour’s
approach to housing was one-dimensional, only about renewing homes – an approach 
which didn’t tackle the housing crisis, which needs more homes to be built.  GR organised 
this meeting but perhaps it was a bit over-ambitious as not enough people were there.  
Last week, the National Housing Foundation (NHF, the housing associations’ organisation)
organised a rally called “Homes for Britain” – this tells you a lot about the NHF, which tries 
to represent itself as the national voice of housing, but it isn’t.  NHF is trying to get the 
government to give them surplus NHS and MoD land so they can build – but actually a 
very high proportion of the homes HAs are building are homes for sale.  Perhaps GR and 
reps of residents in the public rented sector should have a meeting and talk about how to 
campaign together.

Betsy:  The people who attended the Homes for Britain rally were mostly those who work 
for HAs, paid to be there as part of their working day.  We can make a breakthrough by 
getting local communities talking to each other.  There is little sense in having one private 
tenant organisation and one social tenants organisation – or, if that is necessary, we 



should work more closely together.  TH Private Renters Group does work on issues such 
as Private Landlord Licensing (PLL).  You and they should work on this together, because 
you know what is needed in Tower Hamlets more than any national orgnisation coming in 
and telling you what your priorities should be.  GR doesn’t follow the local detail.  GR can 
only be built if you organise locally.  We organised our meeting on a Wednesday, but won’t
do that again. There was a lot of energy put into organising and being on the March for 
Homes on 31st January: that was led by social tenants – so, again, the question is how do 
we build those bridges?  Private tenants have to move so often, they need to relate to 
boroughwide organisations for continuity. 

Jenny: We have been in contact with TH PRG, but they are a bit resistant to coming to our 
meetings; and they do different kinds of work – they do more stunts and demos, whereas 
we tend to do more bread and butter stuff.  Also, they used to meet on the same night as 
we do.  Has GR thought about developing a set of demands or Charter to summarise 
private rented tenants’ campaign demands?

Betsy:  we did a manifesto, last June: it will need some updating.  There’s a long list of 
policies we need.  Local groups have some charters and manifestos and we support them 
and local differences mean that local charters are often most useful.  But we may be able 
to bring some key demands together.

Cyril:  the GLC used to build homes for people, but Thatcher closed the GLC DLO.  Private
builders are now building private homes, but not affordable ones.  Blair did little to address 
this issue.  We should put pressure on the Labour Party to get direct housing schemes 
running again: the only way you can guarantee to build affordable housing.  We don’t all 
have to work for Local Authorities, because there were always private contractors doing 
specialist jobs – but DLOs help. 
 
Betsy:  housing used to be a right, and the state had a duty to make sure everyone had a 
decent home to live in and this has shifted away over the years.  Most public services have
been privatised.  Not even the Labour Party will talk about investing in social homes.  They
may talk about helping a bit.  Some Labour Councillors took on Boris on the GLA.  Only 
the Green Party and some other individual Councillors on the left talk about real 
affordability.  So how do we build a movement to say housing is a right which people need,
not a commodity?  You can’t get a job, or have sound mental and physical health, without 
a home.  So how do we change government policy?

Glynn:  I was involved in organising the March For Homes.  Along with DIPAC, Unite, other
groups, having GR part of this march was key.  We need to identify what we have in 
common, not just look at our differences.  Last week the Tory Party said they would make it
harder for local Councils to regulate the private rented sector.  What is GR’s response?  
And what is GR current thinking about the Labour Party’s commitment to private renting?  
At one level this looked impressive, seductive.  They are saying some good things, such 
as longer tenancies and controlling rents, but these may not have been firm commitments. 
They have left themselves lots of wriggle room.  I’ll talk to the TH PRG: I think they meet 
on a Tuesday now. Can we campaign for legislation to abolish agencies being able to 
charge fees to tenants, like Scotland has done?  

Betsy:  to date, councils have been able to introduce private landlord registers to tackle 
ASB or under- occupancy.  Newham was the first to do this boroughwide.  Councils used 
to have to make to the case for licensing and then go to court; then they made it so 
Councils did not have to go to court unless someone challenged the policy; now they are 



appearing to backtrack, saying if you want a licence of 20% of your borough or more, you 
have to get the Secretary of State’s permission.  This is the Government’s backlash after it 
saw something which was made available as a targeted measure being used for whole 
council areas.  There was a debate on this in the House of Lords today.  Only a new 
Government is likely to change that thinking.  It is silly having each council doing their own 
register and many landlords operate in several boroughs, so there should be a national 
licence.  Labour Party policy may only be murmurs, but they are good murmurs, moving in 
the right direction. However, there are huge problems and the politicians’ responses are 
“here are a few answers”, rather than “I realise there are huge problem, and here are huge
answers.”  We have identified 86 seats where the private rented sector, voting as a block, 
could effect the result; will be 164 seats by the next General Election.  So it is increasingly 
in MPs’ interests to tackle private renters’ problems.

Mark:  Croydon is rushing to get their Private Landlord Licensing scheme through before 
the deadline.  
Betsy:  Yes, lots of councils have consulted and as there is a deadline councils are 
rushing.  If a council hasn’t started the consultation yet, there is no chance they can do it in
time.  Liverpool is going into effect next month.  Nottingham has probably been scared off. 
Others have done it on some level at least.  Lewisham and Hastings are like Croydon.  
Newham has been a success, but there are problems with it, because they are also going 
after vulnerable tenants: migrant tenants are worried Newham is using the register to feed 
information to the Home Office – if Newham goes after the private landlords, the Home 
office will swoop on the migrants who are made homeless as a result.

Phil:  Tower Hamlets Council is now consulting on PLL for some parts of the borough.  

Naomi:  I have been working with TH Renters.  They have been pushing the PLL and have
a model response to the formal consultation now underway.  It is a shame on all national 
political parties that none has good policies on housing.  In this borough there is lots of 
private building and no council house building and even the new social housing is on 
higher rents.  Outside London, across most of the country, there are elections.  Has GR 
discussed standing for election on a “build council housing, control rents” platform?  I am 
part of TUSC.  We encourage socialists to stand for the council as the best way to put 
pressure on politicians.

GR: We have not discussed standing.  We discuss all political parties’ policies, but have 
issues with all of them to some extent or another.  We have no plans to stand candidates 
and we are non-partisan. 

Brian:  We need to campaign against housing being used as an investment. A council 
estate on City Road was cleared recently, and City Road workshops were cleared away as
part of this.  They put up tower blocks in the space left, but most of the flats in them are 
empty.  They have been bought up by Hong Kong-based investors and stand empty, not 
even being used as second homes.  Housing is being used like a gambling token.  What 
does GR think about agencies: they even do double billing, charging landlords and tenants
for the same service!  

Betsy:  Yes, we put pressure on agencies.  Scotland has abolished agencies charging 
tenants, and Wales is thinking about doing this.  ARLA (landlords association) does not 
support ending fees for tenants, but they are concerned that anyone can open an agency 
without any check.  ARLA says maybe charges should be transparent.  Agencies can 
charge £10 to £250 for a credit check, the true cost of which seems to be around £10 – so 



some are profiteering.  Double charging is illegal in most other sectors, but there is no 
protection in housing.  Agencies work on behalf of landlords, who should pay any 
necessary fees.  Foreign investment: GR has stayed away from this.  We usually talk 
about “empty homes”.  How do you pressure landlords to let?  Do you give powers to 
Councils to take over empty homes?  We are back to whether housing is a commodity or 
investment? It is ironic: a Council tenant with a spare bedroom has to pay up or move out; 
a foreign investor can leave the whole property empty without financial penalty.  

Mark:  we had 179 new homes built on our estate, 50 were new social homes (but 41 were
knocked down to make space for them, so that was a gain of 9). Then our social landlord 
bought some of the homes they had built for sale, and they rent them out through a private
agency.  Others were bought by various other landlords to be let out.  That’s a huge 
proportion of homes being built by a social landlord for private rent.  
Betsy: Boris allows builders to present a “viability test” on what they can afford to let out at 
normal rents. There are even more loopholes in London than outside.  2016 is mayoral 
election, and that will be a good one to raise housing issues during.  Many peole think high
rents are only a London problem and this is not true, but it is a big issue in London.  Boris 
hasn’t helped, to be honest.  We need to tell all candidates that they need a plan for 
housing.  Now is the time to do that, as parties select candidates for 2016.  May 2015 is 
important but May 2016 is important too.

Terry:  I am glad Betsy said there were some problems with the Green Party.  I was a 
member of the Green Party and got nowhere with them over ten years in terms of getting 
them interested in housing.  At the GR meeting in Westminster Hall, the only difference 
between the Green and the Labour Parties’ policies was that Labour said private tenancies
should be for 3 years and the Greens said 5 years.  You can judge the LP by what they 
say: they promise to introduce a mansion tax, but is this to pay for new homes? No, it is for
the NHS.  We all love the NHS, but it gets lots of money.  All parties need to promise to 
pay the NHS more, it is part of electability these days.  The Budget gave us nothing.  
There is the proposal for a housing ISA: but even the Sunday Telegraph correspondents 
say this will increase price, not deal with demand.  The NHF did not get much coverage of 
its meeting.  So even something that big cannot get much publicity.  Jonathan Dimbleby 
asked a pollster if the event would have an effect: the answer was no.  I have written 6,000
words on NHF rally.  Housing will not get a look in this year, but who is London mayor is 
vital.  I formed the House Party when I left the Green Party as no party was giving housing 
its highest priority.  All parties just throw housing the crumbs from the bottom of the basket.

Cyril:  The Coalition is going to spend £70 billion on nuclear weapons.  If we stopped 
spending on weapons of mass destruction we could spend more on housing.

Phil:  I agree but it is £100 billion being spent on WMD.

Various members: and Scotland stopped Right to Buy.  

Betsy:  we are not short of solutions.  There are brilliant policy minds and lots of common 
sense out there, but they are not being listened to.  We also need the political will to 
implement them.  No matter who is in office after May, whether we are happy or sad over 
the result, they all understand power.  We have to realise our own power and use it!


